Roller blinds
The World’s Best Roller Blinds
System is now available in Australia

The clutch, the heart
We all know that the body does not
function without a sound heart.
The clutch is the heart of the roller
blind. SunBoss is that heart. It boasts
many advanced features that make
it different to any roller blind clutch
you have ever seen before.

As one of Australia’s leading roller blind
component wholesalers, we understand
the key elements that create a great
product. As a result, the SunBoss clutch
is truly different. Smoother, quieter and
more stable in the brackets, SunBoss
raises the bar on performance.
Key features include:
Direct drive clutches for everyday
use and geared clutches for larger
blinds. The geared clutch utilises
our unique HardCoreTM metal core
technology that surrounds the core
of the clutch to make it smoother,
quieter and more durable for the
long term.
New design eliminates the chain
guard for smoother and quieter
performance and less damage in
transit.

Unique Stabiliser Bar keeps the
clutch held more firmly in the
brackets for smoother operation.
Suitable for use with 38mm, 43mm,
50mm and 63mm tubes, using tube
adapters.
Easy two-stage opening that is
quicker and easier to fit chains.
System is available in 5
contemporary colours: white, grey,
ivory, latte, black.

Inside the direct drive clutch are 4
springs, improving the long term
comfort and strength of the clutch.
Universal spring assists fit both
clutches.
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The reinvention does not stop at the
clutch. The spring assist mechanism
has also been subjected to a major
design review and has emerged
dramatically different. Foam now
surrounds the aluminium shaft to
reduce noise as the spring operates.

stronger than any of its predecessors.

clutch or the geared clutch, for truly
modular performance.
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Cassette
With the SunBoss cassette you no longer
need to compromise when it comes to
blackout blinds – on style, appearance,
performance or flexibility! This sleek system
offers attractive contemporary looks and
total light blocking with a unique wrap
around design.

Cassette Features:
Stylish square-line appearance
Compatible with SunBoss roller blind
components

Fascia

Side channel profiles also form optional bottom
channel

The SunBoss fascia creates a
modern finish that will enhance
any installation, either residential or
commercial. Available in square and
rounded profiles, the SunBoss fascia
will excite your customers.

Fully overlapping joints, zero light pass*

To better match the interior décor
of your project, our fascia profiles
are available in three standard matt
colours - white, cream & black, plus
clear anodised and mill finish for
custom projects. Not surprisingly,
we go the extra step to ensure the
finish you achieve is exceptional.
Our anodised finish is nothing but
perfection, bead blasted and then
anodised to 20 micron depth to
remove all imperfections from the
extrusion surface.

10 year warranty

www.customblindswa.com

Optional bottom rail version available
Centre link available for multi-linked blinds or
left/right control
Simple fabrication
Easily motorised
*using patent pending light blocking technology

Cassette Specifications:
Slim 86mm x 92mm top cassette profile
50mm x 21mm 2-piece side channel design
100% light blocking when used as full wrap
around system
Available in 3 standard colours: white, black and
anodised, plus mill finish for custom projects
Felt strip channels provided

